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Our cheder’s voice
Cheder Chabad Boys Division
Letter from the Menahel:
Dear Parents,
It was nice to meet you this Monday night and catch up on how our precious talmidim are doing. May the efforts of our dedicated Rebbies and Teachers, compliment your chinuch and may
we see revealed positive results for our children.
On Sunday, the younger grades were treated to a Puppet show. A big yasher koach goes to our
dedicated askan, Avrohom Hayman, for sponsoring this show. The production was a new Purim
show and the kids loved it. *see pictures inside*
THIS SUNDAY, PTA will bring a special Adar program to grades 4-6. A unique music and dance
program will be led by shluchim from the mesivtah with each grade having its own slot. We are
excited about this activity and very much looking forward to it.
The marks for the fourth Chidon test are now available on mashpia.com. The representatives will
be announced at a later time IYH. More research is required to establish who the Cheder representatives are.

This week we read Parshas Zachor. Chassidus explains that the kelipa of amalek is a contemporary “husk” that targets frum Yidden. Hashem’s words and holiness are compared to fire, there is
warmth and vitality in the place of Hashem. Amalek looks to instill a deep freeze in the hearts of
Yidden stopping them from being inspired by the messages of Torah and by the greatness of
Hashem. May we merit to wipe away the kelipah of Amaleik and may our Torah and mitzvos be
filled with warmth and inspiration.
Wishing you a good Shabbos,
Rabbi Kaplan
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Teacher

Grade

Time

Address

Rabbi Rosenberg

Grade 1

11:30am-12:00pm

531 West Central Ave. Spring
Valley, NY 10977 (First porch)

Rabbi Eliyahu

Grade 1 Assistant

11:45am-1:00pm

27 Phyllis Dr.
Pomona, NY 10970

Rabbi Blotner

Enrichment class

11:30 till candle lighting

45 Church Rd.
Airmont, NY 10952

Rabbi Silverstein

Grade 2

11:00am-12:00pm
message to see if home

26 South Camp Hill Rd.
Pomona, NY 10970

Mrs. Cohen

Grade 2 English assistant

10:00am-12:00pm

25 Dana Rd.
Monsey, NY 10952

Rabbi Sirota

Grade 3

11:00am-12:00pm

15 Tamarack
Pomona, NY 10970

Mrs. Eckstein

Grade 3

10:30am-1:30pm

3 Karen Dr.
Spring Valley, NY 10977

Rabbi and Mrs. Volfman

Grade 3a

11:00-12:00

23 Calvert Dr.
201 Monsey, 10952

Rabbi Wiener

Grade 4

10:30am-12:00pm

8 Carole lane
Spring Valley, NY 10977

Rabbi Silber

Grade 5

11:30pm - 1:00pm

4 Naomi Lane
Spring Valley, NY 10977

Rabbi Simpson

Grade 6

11:00am-12:30pm

30 S. Monsey Rd.
Airmont, NY 10952

Rabbi Berel Dubinsky

Grade 7

Bring to
Rabbi S. Dubinsky

Rabbi Shimon Dubinsky

Grade 8

Can come before 11:00an

38 Skylark Dr.
Wesley Hills, NY 10977

Rabbi Kaplan

Menahel

9:30am-11:45am

604 Empire Blvd.
Brooklyn, NY 11213

Rabbi Sosover

Assistant Principal

12:00pm-4:00pm

66-54 Selfridge St.
Forest hills NY

Mrs. Karash

General studies principal

Rabbi Kessler

Grade 6

4 Anchor Rd.
Spring Valley, NY 10977

After 2:00pm

11 Elm St. #412
Spring Valley, NY 10977
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Moshe Drew, Sholom Lasker,
Levi Cohen, Gavriel Abayov
and Aizik Serebryanski
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Mrs. Nadav's class has been using conjunctions in their daily writing. They wrote sentences using and, but

and or and also the word because. The first graders have been working on identifying tens and ones in twodigit numbers while the second graders work on complicated two-digit subtraction. The upcoming excitement
is the Purim carnival that the boys in the class are preparing. Each boy is planning what to do for his own
booth, including making posters and getting their supplies ready. Next week, the first graders will be invited to
come to the carnival, have lots of fun and win some special treats. We can't wait!
Mrs. Eckstein’s 3rd graders completed all the multiplication tables from 1-12! They reviewed them on Monday
by playing Multiplication BINGO. On Tuesday they had a multiplication bee. The air in the room was filled
with anticipation as the boys lined up against the wall and were asked multiplication questions. One by one
boys sat down...and then they were down to the final three boys. Mrs Eckstein asked them multiplication AND
division questions...but she couldn't get them out! Finally Mrs. Karash came in, and they had a winner! Mazel
tov to Benny Solomon for winning the bee and to Dovid Yedidyah Elisha for being the runner up! Kol hakavod
to them and all the boys who came to Wednesday's math test well prepared!
In writing this week, in light of the expected forecast, the boys wrote a story about The Snowman Who Opened
His Eyes. Mrs. Eckstein read all the stories to the class and an enjoyable time was had by all. In science the
class began a new unit...on weather patterns and systems. They discussed the storms sweeping across the
country and the record-breaking cold in Texas. A note from Mrs. Eckstein: MONDAY is the final day to present the invention project.
This week Mrs. Volfman's third grade spent time working on pre-division skills. They began the week by reviewing odd and even numbers and ordering them from least to greatest. Then they moved on to identifying
patterns in products. They ended the week with learning divisibility rules of 2 and 10. For writing this week the
class concentrated on writing a paragraph about reasons that they are thankful to their parents. In ELA the
class read a passage and discussed the challenges the Wright brothers faced when they invented the airplane
and how they overcame the challenge. They finished Chapter 6 in their Vocabulary books and of course enjoyed current events with the News on the Run.
Have a wonderful Shabbos!
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